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He was a much-celebrated and much-feted Swami. His
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famous address at The World’s Parliament of Religions, Chicago in
Bra
1893 had catapulted him to the status of a super star. But Swami
Vivekananda was not one to bask in chaffy glory. A letter to one of his trusted
followers, from the USA, dated 12 Jan 1895, read, ‘I want to preach my ideas for the good of
the world. …What work have you done in the way of advancing the ideas and organising in
India? …My life is more precious than spending it in getting the admiration of the world. I
have no time for such foolery.’
Swamiji, as Swami Vivekananda was fondly addressed, loved and revered his
motherland as his own mother. Every breath of his aspired for her well being and every cell
in his body yearned that she regain her lost glory. She had been a beacon light for the world
until repeated invasions pillaged her ruthlessly and left her not just poverty-stricken but
also psychologically drained. The latter struck at the very core, underlying the urgency for
immediate redressal. Swamiji’s panacea for this lay in India’s very own practical and
ennobling Vedantic wisdom. Vedanta recognises no weakness. It proclaims that in every
individual lies a mine of strength. All that is needed is an effort to draw from it.

Swamiji started looking for the right channel to propagate the powerful message of
Vedanta. He opted for the print medium and decided to bring out a journal, giving it the
name Brahmavadin. In February 1895, he sent from USA $100 and a letter to his trusted
disciple Alasinga Perumal. The letter read: ‘Now I am bent upon starting the journal. Herewith
I send a hundred dollars… Hope this will go just a little in starting
your paper.’
If selflessness and devotion would have a form, it would
have borne the name of Alasinga Perumal. Brahmavadin
became Alasinga’s calling and the first issue rolled out
from a press in Broadway, Chennai on 14 September
First iss
1895. The magazine included a poem of Swamiji
ue of
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specially composed for the occasion. It was titled,
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‘The Song of the Sannyasin’. One verse ran thus:

Kesari

One hundred and seven
years and going strong….

“Strike off thy fetters! Bonds that bind thee down,

(Handwritten words in Swamiji’s own hand)
With this message that marked its mission, Brahmavadin made a determined entry into
the strife-ridden climate of pre-independence India. The birth of the magazine was certainly
an occasion for celebration but the struggles were far from over.
One of Swamiji’s letters to Alasinga read: ‘I learnt from your letter the bad financial state
that Brahmavadin is in.’ This was followed by another letter that carried the line, ‘I pledge
myself to maintain the paper anyhow.’
Bolstered by this pledge, Alasinga Perumal braved on, surmounting many an
impediment. Sadly, Swami Vivekananda passed away in 1902, at the age of thirty-nine.
Alasinga’s intense anguish morphed into heightened devotion towards the magazine. But
the next hurdle in Brahmavadin’s journey came in 1909, in the form of Alasinga’s own
demise. In May 1914, the magazine, tottering as it was, floundered and ground to a halt.

It was at this crucial juncture, that the Ramakrishna Mission stepped in to revive it. The
Mission was itself in its nascent stages with many a teething problem but nothing could come
in its way of reviving the Brahmavadin. For, had not their beloved Swamiji repeatedly said,
‘The Brahmavadin is a jewel – it must not perish!” And so, the very same month when
Brahmavadin closed, it was resuscitated with the new name The Vedanta Kesari.
The history of The Vedanta Kesari is much more than just a tale of sweat, toil and a
dream realised. It is a narrative of Swamiji’s passion for India and Alasinga’s devotion to his
master. It is a celebration of love, transcending forms.
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For fetters, though of gold, are not less strong to bind;
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Love, hate — good, bad — and all the dual throng,

Appeal

February 2021

For the last 107 years, without missing a single issue, the magazine has
been carrying the invigorating message of Vedanta and alongside, continuously
revamping itself to meet the changing needs of the times.

The relevance of Vedantic wisdom to everyday life is all the more pertinent
today than ever before. ‘Arise, Awake and stop not till the goal is reached,’ is the
thundering motto of Swami Vivekananda. The Ramakrishna Mission, as you all
know, is a unique organisation where sannyasis and lay people come together
and endeavour for the common good. Let’s join hands in taking forward our
revered Swamiji’s vision and mission for The Vedanta Kesari.

Donation

VK General Donation
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Please contribute ` 500/- and above to
to meet the running costs of the magazine.
Page Sponsor: Please sponsor one or
more pages of the magazine in your name or
that of your dear ones. Sponsorship for one
page in one issue: ` 1000/-

VK Permanent Fund
To establish the magazine on firm
financial footing, please contribute ` 5,000/and above to the Permanent Fund.

Swami Vivekananda

PULLOUT FOR REFERENCE

Series 5: Understanding India

- through Swami Vivekananda's eyes
This series is a presentation of a set of lectures that
Swami Vivekananda gave over three years, as he
travelled from Colombo to Almora (January 1897March 1901). In Issues 22-27 & 29-35, we have
covered his lectures at Colombo, Jaffna, Pamban,
Rameshwaram, Ramnad, Paramakudi, Shivaganga
& Manamadura, Madura and Kumbakonam.
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focus in this issue:

Part 1: Setting the Record Straight

1.1
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SWAMI VIVEKANANDA ON THE EFFORTS OF THE REFORM
GROUPS OF INDIA TO HINDER HIS PROGRESS

––

Swami Vivekananda faced tremendous difficulties, before,
during, and after his speech at Chicago in the Parliament of
Religions.

––

While some of the difficulties were due to the fact that he was
an unknown Indian presenting a radically new vision of life
to the Western world at the height of its power, many of the
difficulties were caused by so called reformers.

––

In this talk Swami Vivekananda discusses three groups
of reformers – (i) The Theosophists, (ii) The Christian
Missionaries and (iii) The Reform Societies and sets the
record straight on the role of these reformer groups in
hindering his progress.

––

In all these cases, he demonstrates how these reformers help
only when it serves their own interests, and not when it is
actually needed or goes somewhat contrary to their ideas or
agenda.

“We hear so much
tall talk in this
world, of liberal
ideas and sympathy with
differences of opinion.
That is very good, but as
a fact, we find that one
sympathises with another
only so long as the other
believes in everything he
has to say, but as soon as
he dares to differ, that
sympathy is gone, that love
vanishes.”

Designed &
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From Kumbakonam, Swami Vivekananda went on to Madras, where he addressed a packed
audience at Victoria Hall. His speech here is a long one, and we will be presenting it in four
parts − Part 1: Setting the Record Straight, Part 2: Some principles of reform, Part 3: A survey
of reform in India, and Part 4: Swami Vivekananda's plan of action. In this issue we will cover
Part 1 and Part 2.

Knowledge Catalysts

®

www.illumine.in
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My Plan of Campaign - 1

1.2 SWAMI VIVEKANANDA AND THE THEOSOPHISTS
––

Before going to America, Swami Vivekananda approached Theosophists for help.
However, they were willing to help if and only if Swami Vivekananda was willing to
subscribe to their views and join their society.

––

When Swami Vivekananda was suffering in America due to
want of money and help, the Theosophists wrote: "Now the
devil is going to die; God bless us all."

––

At the beginning of the Parliament of Religions, they dealt
with Swami Vivekananda with looks of scorn on their faces,
as if to say: "What business has the worm to be here in the
midst of the gods?" Even after Swami Vivekananda became
popular at the Parliament, the Theosophists prevented their
supporters from attending his lectures.

There is a
report going
round that the
Theosophists helped the
little achievements of mine
in America and England. I
have to tell you plainly that
every word of it is wrong,
every word of it is untrue.
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1.3 SWAMI VIVEKANANDA AND THE CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES; THE BRAHMO SAMAJ
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What harm does it –– The Christian missionaries in America blackened Swami
do to the Christian
Vivekananda's character from city to city, even though he was
missionary that
poor and friendless in a foreign country. They even tried to
the Hindus are trying to
starve him out.
cleanse their own houses? –– One of his own fellow countrymen, who was in the Parliament
What injury will it do to
of Religions representing the Brahmo Samaj, and whom the
the Brahmo Samaj and
Swami knew since his childhood, became jealous of him after
other reform bodies that
Swami Vivekananda became popular in Chicago, and in an
the Hindus are trying
underhand way, tried to do everything he could to injure the
their best to reform
Swami's interests.
themselves? Why should
–– One magazine of such social reform groups tried to question
they stand in opposition?
Swami Vivekananda's right to become a sannyasin, on the
Why should they be the
grounds that he was from the Shudra caste. To this Swami
greatest enemies of these
Vivekananda points out that they had got the caste wrong movements? Why? — I ask.
he was a kshatriya, and moreover, he was not affected in the
It seems to me that their
least by being called a shudra since all people have got equal
hatred and jealousy are so
rights to become a sannyasin.
bitter that no why or how
can be asked there.

1.4 SWAMI VIVEKANANDA AND THE REFORM SOCIETIES OF MADRAS
––

Even some of the reform societies of Madras, who were
otherwise well-wishers, tried to intimidate Swami Vivekananda
to join them.

––

To this the Swami points out that, he was a man who had
met starvation face to face for 14 years of his life, had lived
with almost no clothes in temperatures of 30 degrees below
zero, and had not known where he will get his next meal from
or where he would sleep. And so such a man was not to be
intimated easily in India.

I have a little
will of my own.
I have my little
experience too; and I
have a message for the
world which I will deliver
without fear and without
care for the future.

1.4 THE IDEAL REFORMER ACCORDING TO SWAMI VIVEKANANDA
––

Swami Vivekananda brings out the case of his own Guru − Sri
Ramakrishna, who, in order to destroy caste-division in his mind,
chose to clean the toilet of a Pariah's house with his own hair, and
eradicate thereby the ego of brahminhood.

––

This, Swami Vivekananda says, demonstrates what reform within
really means - translating noble thoughts into practice and thereby
bringing about a change in society.

––

Swami Vivekananda concludes that Hindu's should uplift themselves
rather than look for any foreign influence.

By being
the servant
of all, a
Hindu
seeks to uplift himself.
That is how the
Hindus should uplift
the masses, and not by
looking for any foreign
influence.

––

Swami Vivekananda points out that while he too seeks
reform, reform for him is not a process of destruction or
negation of all that is from the past. Rather he sees reform
as a process of growth from where individuals or society
have reached this far.

––

He is clear that his goal is not to dictate or advise society to
go one way or other; rather his goal is to contribute to the
development of society.

I do not dare to put
myself in the position
of God and dictate
to our society, "This way thou
shouldst move and not that."
I simply want to be like the
squirrel in the building of
Râma's bridge, who was quite
content to put on the bridge his
little quota of sand-dust.

3.2 Reform as enablement of the "National Machine"
––

Ours is only to
work, as the Gita
says, without
––
looking for results. Feed
the national life with
the fuel it wants, but the
growth is its own; none
––
can dictate its growth to it.

Swami Vivekananda recognizes that Indian national life is like a
wonderful & complex machine or a mighty river that is flowing in
front of us.
There are several factors and influencing forces which impact it
making it “dull” at one place/time and “quicker” at another, giving it
a life of its own. It is futile to command and control such a machine.
As reformers, we can only work without seeking results, i.e. feed
the national life with fuel it wants and let it find its own way rather
than dictate its growth to it.

3.3 The work against evils in society is primarily educational in nature
––

Every society has several evils. In fact, evil and good are two
sides of the same coin. If society makes progress on some
counts, then new evils are also created by that same progress.

––

Therefore, the only thing we can do is understand that evil cannot
be eradicated, rather the work against evil is more subjective than
objective – more educational that actual, i.e. rather than hope to
destroy evil we can seek to help people grow and evolve, thereby
making them more able to deal with the evil.

...the only thing
we can do is
to understand
that all this work against
evil is more subjective
than objective. The work
against evil is more
educational than actual,
however big we may talk.
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3.1 Reform as growth, not negation
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Part 2: Some principles of reform
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3.4 Reform means giving concrete assistance, not criticizing or
fanatical reform movements
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––

Swami Vivekananda firstly warns against all fanatical reform
movements. Such movements, even if well intentioned,
end up defeating their own ends or lead to unforeseen
consequences. Therefore, he is against all “condemning
societies” who are continuously haranguing everyone on
the evils of society. Instead, he says, what is needed are
people who will help in concrete ways.

––

We need a reformer who does not condemn, but instead
loves and has genuine sympathy for those who he/she
seeks to reform.

––

In the absence of such help, love and sympathy attempts
at reforming others leads to a cycle of condemnation and
counter condemnation by those accused, all of which can
be most unpleasant and shameful. It will not lead to genuine
reform.

Everybody can show
what evil is, but he is
the friend of mankind
who finds a way out of the
difficulty. Like the drowning
boy and the philosopher —
when the philosopher was
lecturing him, the boy cried,
"Take me out of the water first"
— so our people cry: "We have
had lectures enough, societies
enough, papers enough; where
is the man who will lend us a
hand to drag us out? Where
is the man who really loves
us? Where is the man who has
sympathy for us?" Ay, that man
is wanted.

3.5 The challenge of reform is also the challenge of creating the
“sanction” or the power of the people to reform themselves
The whole problem
of social reform,
therefore, resolves
itself into this: where are
those who want reform?
Make them first. Where are
the people?

––

For ages, India has been ruled by kings. They are gone.
Governments do not have the power to go against public
opinion. But developing a healthy and strong public opinion
(which solves its own problems) takes a long time to develop.

––

... Why does not the nation
move? First educate
the nation, create your
legislative body, and then
the law will be forthcoming.
First create the power, the
sanction from which the
law will spring. The kings
are gone; where is the new
sanction, the new power
of the people? Bring it up.
Therefore, even for social
reform, the first duty is to
educate the people, and you
will have to wait till that time
comes.

At the same time, a small number of people, who think that
certain things are evil or need to be changed, cannot make a
nation move.

––

The solution is to educate the people, create a legislative body
that has the social sanction of people, and then whatever laws
are needed for social reform will be forthcoming.

––

Most reforms that have taken place in the 19th century have
been ornamental or superficial impacting a small proportion of
the population.

––

But deep or radical reform requires us to go down to the
fundamentals or roots of the whole problem.

––

This means creating a strong sense of citizenship or
nationhood – i.e. creating an Indian Nation.

––

This is what Swami Vivekananda called radical reform – create
an Indian nation that can take responsibility, has the maturity
and the legislative mechanisms to address its own problems.

TO BE CONTINUED...
If you have any questions on this lecture, do post your queries on

www.vivekanandaway.org

You can also access previous issues of Vivekananda Way here.

